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OF "GOOD INDIVIDUALS" AND "USEFUL CITIZENS"?  

A CORPUS-BASED ANALYSIS OF SINGAPORE SCHOOL SONG LYRICS AND 

MISSION, VISION AND VALUES STATEMENTS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Education is the social institution through which society provides its members with 

important knowledge, including basic facts, job skills and cultural norms and values (Marcionis, 

2018, p. 539). 

 

However, there is inequality among schools and schools can both cause and perpetuate 

social inequality (Marcionis, 2018, p. 544). In her book ‘This Is What Inequality Looks Like’, 

Teo (2018) wrote that,“[t]he circumstances and experiences of low-income families [in 

Singapore] reveal the deep inequalities embedded in [the Singapore] education system 

[…][which] undermine the democratic promise and potential of mass education” (p. 124).  

 

In a paper entitled ‘Critical metaphor analysis of citizenship education discourse’, Lee 

(2015) examined the Singapore government's "nation-building messages to school children" (p. 

100). She asserted that the Singapore Story - the story of the origins and development of 

Singapore - is the master narrative used to legitimise the Singapore government's ideology and 

that it represents and reproduces ideas, values, identities and institutions which are hegemonic 

(Lee, 2015, p. 101). Worryingly, these ideologies are “latent in naturalised discourse and taken-

for-granted truths” (Lee, 2015, p. 104). 

 

There are different types of secondary schools and different educational tracks in 

Singapore. Most students are allocated to their secondary schools based on their Primary School 

Leaving Examination (PSLE) scores. The different types of secondary schools cater to students 

with different PSLE scores and offer different educational tracks. The top students from each 

PSLE cohort are eligible to join the Integrated Programme (henceforth 'IP') educational track. 

 

Teo (2018) pointed out that, “[t]he different educational tracks […] result in different 

exposure to learning. This includes, importantly, […] citizenship education. […] [H]igher-track 

students are developed to become civic agents, lower-track students are prepared to become 

obedient citizens” (p. 107). 
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2. RATIONALE, AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

This project examines whether schools in Singapore cause or help to perpetuate social 

inequality, in  particular, gender inequality and class divides.  

 

The aims and ideologies of education in Singapore are reflected in the policies and 

decisions of the Ministry of Education (henceforth, ‘MOE’). All schools which come under the 

control and supervision of the MOE (henceforth, ‘MOE schools’) are required to follow MOE's 

policies and decisions. Each school is, however, allowed to have its own identity. The Oxford 

dictionary defines identity as "the characteristic determining who or what a person or thing is". 

A school's identity is shaped by MOE policies and decisions and school-specific factors such 

as the origins and history of the school. This identity is reflected in the school's songs and 

mission, vision and values statements. School songs are tailor-made to canonise each school’s 

unique vision and mission and for teaching values and character (Treacy & Westerlund, 2019, 

p. 512).  

 

On its website, the MOE states that, “[t]he mission of MOE is to mould the future of the 

nation by moulding the people who will determine the future of the nation. MOE will provide 

our children with a balanced and well-rounded education, develop them to their full potential, 

and nurture them into good citizens, conscious of their responsibilities to family, community 

and country” (Singapore Ministry of Education [MOE], 2019). 

 

In order to help students thrive in a fast-changing world, MOE has identified 21st century 

competencies which underpin the education MOE schools provide.  The development of 21st 

century competencies help students to embody the Desired Outcomes of Education (henceforth, 

'DOE'). The DOE are attributes that educators aspire for every Singaporean to possess upon the 

completion of his formal education. (MOE, 2020.) 
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Figure 1. Framework for 21st Century Competencies and Student Outcomes. 

Source:  Citizenship and Character Education Syllabus for Secondary Schools (MOE, 2012). 

 

 
Figure 2. The Desired Outcomes of Education (MOE, 2020). 
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Values form the core of the 21st century competencies framework. The character and 

citizenship education syllabus for secondary schools (henceforth, 'CCE Syllabus') explains that 

core values are fundamental for a person of good character and a useful citizen of Singapore. 

They guide students to discern between right and wrong, help them to make responsible choices 

and become more aware of their roles in society. (MOE, 2012.) 

 

In this project, Conceptual Metaphors were derived from school song lyrics and school 

mission, vision and values statements in order to find out (i) what educational messages are 

communicated by MOE secondary schools to their students, (ii) how these educational 

messages are aligned with the DOE and the CCE Syllabus and (iii) how these educational 

messages differ between the different types of schools and educational tracks. 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

3.1 Critical Discourse Analysis 

 

 Critical Discourse Analysis (henceforth, ‘CDA’) primarily studies the way social-power 

dominance and inequality are enacted, reproduced, legitimised and resisted by text and talk in 

the social and political context; it seeks to understand, expose and ultimately challenge social 

inequality (van Dijk, 2015, p. 466) by making explicit political and ideological motivations that 

would otherwise be implicit or concealed (Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 29). 

 

 According to van Dijk (2011), ideologies are general systems of basic ideas shared by the 

members of a social group (p. 380) and discourse often shows some of the structures of 

ideologies (p. 387). He proposed the following "fundamental categories" for organising 

ideologies: (i) identity (who are we? who belong to us? where do we come from?), (ii) activities 

(what do we usually do? what is our task?),  (iii) goals (what do we want to obtain?), (iv) norms 

and values (what is good/bad, permitted/prohibited for us?), (v) group relations (who are our 

allies and opponents?) and (vi) resources (what is the basis of our power, or our lack of power?) 

(van Dijk, 2011, p. 386). 
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3.2 Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory (henceforth, ‘CMT’) was first proposed by George Lakoff 

and Mark Johnson in their book ‘Metaphors We Live By’. The basic premise of CMT is that 

figurative language - especially metaphor -  is not simply a stylistic feature of language; rather, 

thought itself is fundamentally metaphoric in nature (Evans, 2019, p. 300; Lakoff & Johnson, 

1981, p. 3). 

 

According to CMT, conceptual structure is organised by virtue of cross-domain mappings 

which give rise to correspondences between conceptual domains (Evans, 2019, p. 300).  These 

correspondences are called ‘Conceptual Metaphors’ (Evans, 2019, p. 300). Being able to 

identify and examine our conceptual system helps to cast light on the way people think about 

things and make sense of reality (Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 22). 

  

 A criticism of CMT which appears to attack its very core is the assertion by researchers 

such as Deignan (2005) (as cited in Hanks, 2010, p. 144) that not all linguistic metaphors are 

realisations of underlying Conceptual Metaphors. However, as Hanks (2010) pointed out, this 

criticism does not invalidate CMT as Conceptual Metaphors are a "central part" of "metaphor 

in language and cognition" (p. 145).   

 

3.3 Corpus Linguistics 

 

Corpus analysis is an approach developed within linguistics, involving the use of large 

samples of text that arise from natural language use (Sinclair, 2004, p. 2; Charteris-Black, 2004, 

p. 31).  

 

Data is not invented for the benefit of a model but, rather, the model emerges from large 

and representative samples of language. The advantage of size and the inclusion of a wide range 

of texts is that the corpus has greater potential for making claims about language in general. 

One of the underlying principles of corpus linguistics is that theoretical claims about language 

should be based on proven instances of language use. Corpus linguists still rely on their 

intuitions but that intuition is measured against attested linguistic evidence. (Charteris-Black, 

2004, p. 31.)  
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In this way, it can be said that the element of subjectivity in metaphor research is reduced 

to some extent. However, Charteris-Black (2004) pointed out that both quantitative and 

qualitative approaches are necessary for the investigation of metaphor (p. 34), hence 

subjectively can only be reduced. It cannot be eliminated completely. 

 

3.4 Critical Metaphor Analysis 

 

Critical Metaphor Analysis (henceforth, ‘CMA’) is a model for identifying and analysing 

Conceptual Metaphors that combines CMT, CDA and corpus methodology (Charteris-Black, 

2004, p. 41). 

  

Charteris-Black (2004) pointed out that metaphors are used persuasively and evoke strong 

emotional responses (p. 41); studying them may therefore reveal the covert (and possibly 

unconscious) intentions of language users (p. 42) and identify the nature of particular ideologies 

(p. 28). This enables researchers to gain understanding of the complex relationships between 

language, thought and social context (Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 42). He defined a metaphor as 

a linguistic representation which shifts the use of a word or phrase from the context or domain 

in which it is expected to occur to another context or domain where it is not expected to occur, 

thereby causing semantic tension (Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 21). In this report, the phrase 

"metaphorical expression" is used interchangeably with the word "metaphor". 

 

 According to Charteris-Black (2004), a metaphorical expression has "all or any" of the 

following features: (i) it causes semantic tension by reification, personification or 

depersonification, (ii) it is an incongruous linguistic representation that has the underlying 

purpose of influencing opinions and judgments by covert persuasion and  (iii) it is caused by 

(and may cause) a shift in the conceptual system (p. 21). He referred to these as the linguistic, 

pragmatic and cognitive criteria of metaphor, respectively (Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 21).  

 

 Li (2016) pointed out that CMA "is a meaningful enrichment to both CDA and CMT" (p. 

93).  Metaphor research (i.e. the use of CMT in CMA) provides another way to "unveil the 

ideology carried by and hidden in discourse" (Li, 2016, p. 92) that CDA seeks to expose. The 

variant of CMT introduced by Charteris-Black (2004) within CMA addresses the criticism of 

Lakoff and Johnson's early formulation of CMT, where "the context in which metaphors 

occurred was not taken into consideration" (Li, 2016, p. 93). Charteris-Black (2004) addressed 
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this problem by including the pragmatic criteria of metaphor into his formulation of the 

characteristics of metaphor. 

 

 However, CMA is not without its problems. The main limitation of CMA, why CMA was 

chosen for this project despite the limitation and how the limitation was addressed to some 

extent in this project, are all discussed under section 4.5 below. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1 Corpora examined 

 

The following corpora were prepared: (i) a corpus of school song lyrics and mission, 

vision and values statements of single-sex (boys) schools offering the IP (henceforth, ‘IP Boys’), 

(ii) a corpus of school song lyrics and mission, vision and values statements of single-sex (girls) 

schools offering the IP (henceforth, ‘IP Girls’), (iii) a corpus of school song lyrics and mission, 

vision and values statements of co-educational schools offering the IP (henceforth, ‘IP CoEd’), 

(iv) a corpus comprising the IP Boys corpus, the IP Girls corpus and the IP CoEd corpus (the 

schools in this corpus are henceforth referred to as ‘IP All’) and (v) a corpus of school song 

lyrics and mission, vision and values statements of government and government-aided schools 

which do not offer the IP (henceforth ‘Government Schools’).    

 

School anthem lyrics in the English language were chosen for inclusion into the various 

corpora. Where such lyrics were not available, the English lyrics of para school songs or an 

affiliated school anthem were used instead. Sinclair’s (2004) guidelines for corpus building 

were adopted.  

 

4.2   Reference corpus 

 

 The corpora were tabulated against the British National Corpus (BNC), which is a large 

collection of written and spoken British  English text. Comparing corpora prepared for analysis 

against a reference corpus enables researchers to ascertain how much more or less often words 

in the corpora analysed are used relative to usage in the reference corpus (Evison, 2010, p. 127). 

This can reveal aspects of language which researchers would not otherwise be aware of 

(Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 32). 
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4.3 Word processing software for corpus analysis and comparison 

 

 Wmatrix was used to identify keywords and key semantic domains. Wmatrix uses the 

USAS (UCREL Semantic Annotation System) framework to automatically generate semantic 

domains. Examining semantic domains allows researchers to see trends that are invisible at 

word level. (Rayson, 2008, p. 40.) 

 

 Wmatrix allocates a log likelihood  (LL) value to words. This LL value is derived from 

the relative occurrence of words  compared to the BNC. It includes normalization as part of the 

expected value formula (L'Hote & Lemmens, 2009, p. 20) and is therefore used to compare 

frequency counts across corpora of different sizes (Evison, 2010, p. 126). A high LL value 

reflects a significantly high frequency of word usage. In this project, overused words which 

exceed the LL threshold of 6.63, corresponding to 99% significance for 1 degree of freedom or 

above, were chosen for further analysis (as recommended by Rayson (2008)) on the basis that 

these words are significant and can surface hidden ideologies.   

 

4.4 Metaphor analysis  

 

 Charteris-Black (2004)'s three-step procedure for metaphor analysis was used as the 

general framework for metaphor analysis: (i) metaphor identification (identifying metaphorical 

expressions using Charteris-Black's definition of metaphor), (ii) metaphor interpretation 

(identifying Conceptual Metaphors) and (iii) metaphor explanation (explaining the context in 

which the Conceptual Metaphors occur) (p. 35).  

 

 Within this general framework, the work of other researchers was referenced, in particular, 

the work of Andrew Hardie, Veronica Koller, Paul Rayson and Elena Semino. Hardie et al. 

(2007) had noted that existing research at that time which incorporated corpus linguistic 

techniques (including Charteris-Black's) involved the concordancing of pre-selected search 

strings, which is limiting (p. 1). They therefore developed a method involving the use of 

Wmatrix's semantic annotation tool to address the problem.  
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4.5 Limitations  

 

Several metaphor researchers (including Charteris-Black (2004)) had commented on 

how difficult it is to identify metaphors and how quite a lot of subjective evaluation is involved 

in metaphor research. One method of metaphor identification that was developed after 

Charteris-Black's is the Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP) by the Pragglejaz Group. The 

MIP is a more objective way to identify metaphorical expressions. However, Han (2014) 

reported that CDA has been found to provide a "comprehensive framework" for metaphor 

research and can still be used, although it "can be made clearer through modifications" (p. 41). 

For this project, Charteris-Black's procedure for metaphor identification was replaced with the 

use of Wmatrix's semantic annotation tool as suggested by Hardie et al. (2007). 

 

5. RESEARCH PROCESS, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

5.1 Steps 1 and 2: Metaphor identification and metaphor interpretation  

 

 Top keywords and top semantic domains common to all corpora were identified using 

their LL values. Figure 3 below shows the top four most overused keywords common to all 

corpora – ‘our’, ‘values’, ‘integrity’ and ‘serve’ - and their rank and LL value in each corpus.   

 

IP Boys IP Girls IP CoEd IP All GS 

our  

(+329.52) 

our  

(+189.86) 

our  

(+162.49) 

our  

(+667.66) 

our  

(+2780.85) 

values  

(+165.23) 

values  

(+67.45) 

serve (+106.73) 

serve (+105.19) 

values  

(+256.76) 

integrity  

(+883.39) 

integrity 

(+112.69) 

integrity  

(+56.63) 

values 

(+69.13) 

serve (+207.59) 

serve (+204.97) 

serve (+568.22) 

serve (+563.70) 

serve  

(+75.05) 

serve  

(+51.62) 

integrity  

(+58.07) 

integrity  

(+201.73) 

values 

(+434.71) 
 

Figure 3. Top four most overused keywords in all corpora. 
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Figure 4 below shows the top four most overused semantic domains common to all corpora - 

'Ethical', 'Tough/Strong', 'Light' and 'Alive' - and their rank and LL value in each corpus. 
 

 

IP Boys IP Girls IP CoEd IP All GS 

Ethical 

(+150.15) 

Ethical 

(+123.04) 

Ethical 

(+166.59) 

Ethical 

(+420.74) 

Ethical 

(+1157.98) 

Tough/strong 

(+130.53) 

Light 

(+71.76) 

Tough/strong 

(+155.37) 

Tough/strong 

(+293.78) 

Tough/strong 

(+966.57) 

Light 

(+122.15) 

Alive 

(+65.43) 

Alive 

(+112.58) 

Alive 

(+256.57) 

Light 

(+522.44) 

Alive 

(+96.21) 

Tough/strong 

(+30.26) 

Light 

(+61.00) 

Light 

(+209.28) 

Alive 

(+112.58) 
 

Figure 4. Top four most overused semantic domains in all corpora. 

 

 The concordances of the top semantic domains were examined in order to ascertain which 

words are frequently repeated in the central column (henceforth, 'central column words') and, 

also, to identify metaphorically used central column words. Words to the left and right of (i) 

metaphorically used central column words in the semantic domain concordances and (ii) 

metaphorical expressions in the keyword concordances, were examined to ascertain the context 

in which the metaphorical expressions were used and to find connecting patterns and ideas. 

Charteris-Black (2004) had noted that, "[i]n order to make a claim for a Conceptual Metaphor, 

there is necessarily a need for several linguistic forms to be motivated by the same idea" (p. 

38).  

 

 Where it was necessary to further investigate ideas which surfaced from the concordances 

of the top keywords and top semantic domains, concordances of other keywords and semantic 

domains from the lists of top twenty keywords and top fifty semantic domains, respectively, 

were examined. 

 

 The Oxford online dictionary and thesaurus (www.lexico.com) and the Merriam-Webster 

online dictionary (www.merriam-webster.com) were used to ascertain meanings of words and 

synonyms of words. Word definitions used in this report are taken from these sources. To avoid 

repetition, however, these sources have not been acknowledged at the end of each definition 

included in this report.  

 

 Data from the IP All corpus was compared against data from the Government Schools 

corpus in order to identify similarities and differences between schools offering the IP and 

http://www.lexico.com/
http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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schools which do not do so. Data from the IP Boys, IP Girls and IP CoEd corpora were 

compared in order to identify similarities and differences between the single sex and co-

educational schools offering the IP. Thereafter, Conceptual Metaphors were formulated.  

 

 Charteris-Black (2004) defined a Conceptual Metaphor as a formal statement of any idea 

that is hidden in a figure of speech that can be inferred from a number of metaphorical 

expressions and helps to resolve semantic tension (p. 15). In order to decide what to select as 

source and target domains of Conceptual Metaphors, the following principles were used as 

guidelines: (i) the source domain is usually concrete and the target domain is usually abstract 

(Evans, 2019, p. 311) (ii) semantic domains identified by the USAS tagger in Wmatrix roughly 

correspond to either the target domain or the source domain of Conceptual Metaphors (Hardie 

et al., 2007, p. 1) and (iii) common source domains and target domains that have already been 

identified by researchers such as Zoltan Kovecses (Evans, 2019, p. 311). 

 

5.2 Conceptual Metaphors identified 

 

The following Conceptual Metaphors were identified from the data generated. 

 

Main Conceptual Metaphors Subsets of main Conceptual Metaphors  

VALUES ARE A SUPPORT 

VALUES ARE A GUIDE 

- 

VIRTUE IS UP - 

LIFE IS  

A PROGRESSIVE JOURNEY 

 

LIFE IS A MISSION LIFE IS AN ASSIGNMENT 

(Government Schools only) 

LIFE IS A VOCATION 

EDUCATION IS A PROGRESSIVE JOURNEY 

STUDENT IS 

A STRONG PERSON 

- 

SCHOOL IS A CLAN SCHOOL IS A FAMILY  

 SCHOOL IS A TEAM (Government Schools only) 

 SCHOOL IS A TRIBE  (IP Boys and IP Girls only) 

LEARNING IS A CRAFT - 

SERVICE IS LIGHT - 

 

Figure 5. Conceptual Metaphors identified from the data generated for this project. 
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5.3 VALUES ARE A SUPPORT, VALUES ARE A GUIDE, VIRTUE IS UP 

 

 Ethics are "principles of right and wrong"/"morals"/"values"/"virtues" "that govern a 

person's behaviour or the conducting of an activity". Virtue is "behaviour showing high moral 

standards". Such behaviour is based on morals/values/virtues. 

 

 The concordances for the keywords "values" and "integrity" for the IP All and 

Government Schools corpora suggest that (i) values are a support and guide for people as they 

go about living their lives and (ii) virtue is a state of upward elevation. For example: 

 

 
Figure 6. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, keyword "values".  

The words "foundation", "steer", "anchored" and "bedrock" are use metaphorically to suggest the idea of values 

as a guide or support. 

 

 
Figure 7. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "values".  

The reference to "root" and the use of "anchored" suggest the idea of values as a guide or support. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "integrity".  

The words "anchored", "bedrock" and "compass" suggest the idea of values as a guide or support. The words 

"scale", "heights", "uprightness" and "uphold" suggest the idea of virtue as a state of upward elevation. Additional 

concordances which support this idea can be found in Figure 23 below. 
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Figure 9. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, keyword "integrity". 

The words "high" and "uphold" suggest the idea of virtue as a state of upward elevation. 

 

In the concordances from the IP All and Government Schools corpora for the semantic 

domain "Ethical", the words "moral", "integrity" and like words are the most frequently 

occurring central column words. However, they are not used metaphorically. The concordances 

of these words therefore only help to give insight into the context, and not what Conceptual 

Metaphors to formulate.  A central column word that is used metaphorically is "uprightness". 

The adjective "upright" means "placed in a vertical position" and being "greater in height than 

breadth". It also means "strictly honourable or honest". The  relevant concordances confirm the 

ideas which surfaced in the keyword concordances that values are a support or guide, and virtue 

is a state of upward elevation. For example: 

Figure 10.  Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Ethical". 

 

Hence, the Conceptual Metaphors VIRTUE IS UP, VALUES ARE A GUIDE and 

VALUES ARE A SUPPORT were formulated. 

 

"Integrity" appears to be a particularly emphasised value for students of all categories 

of schools investigated, especially the Government Schools students. "Integrity" is a top 

overused keyword in all corpora with the highest LL (+883.39) in the Government Schools 

corpus.  It is also one of the most frequently occurring words in the central column of the 

concordances for the semantic domain "Ethical". In the CCE Syllabus, "integrity" is listed as 

core value and "a person of integrity" is described as a person who "upholds ethical principles 

and has the moral courage to stand up for what is right" (MOE, 2014). 
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5.4 LIFE IS A MISSION and other Conceptual Metaphors derived from it  

 

The words "live", "living" and "life" in the concordances for the keywords "values", 

"integrity" and "serve" for the IP All and Government Schools corpora are used metaphorically 

to mean "spend one's life in a particular way or under particular circumstances" and "the 

existence of an individual human being", instead of the more literal meaning of life and living 

as "the condition that distinguishes animals and plants from inorganic matter". The 

concordances suggest that values apply to all aspects of life (and not just school life). For 

example: 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Sample concordance from the IP All corpus, keyword "values". 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Sample concordance from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "values". 

 

The central column words of the concordances from the IP All and Government Schools 

corpora for the semantic domain "Alive" are "life",  "lives" and two instances of "alive". "Life" 

and "lives" are used metaphorically in the same way as in the keyword concordances. They 

describe the lives of students and the lives of other people. When they are used to describe the 

lives of students, two ideas surfaced.  

 

Firstly, a life that is led according to a predetermined plan that has to be followed, for 

example:  

 

 
 

Figure 13. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Alive". 

The idea conveyed is that life is to be lived according to God's plan (fixed by God) and God's rules. Even though 

there are schools offering the IP that were started by missionaries and other religious people, this idea of a 

predetermined plan for a person's life surfaced only in the data generated from the Government School corpus. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "serve". 
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Secondly, the idea that individuals are not assigned things to do (i.e. the plan is not fixed 

for them). They have some choice of what sort of assignment to undertake. They can make 

decisions based on their personal convictions. For example: 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Sample concordance lines from the IP All corpus, semantic domain "Alive".  

There is no reference to any pre-determined purpose or pre-set assignment allocated to individuals. 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Sample concordance from the IP All corpus, keyword "serve".  

"Serve" is not used to mean "present (someone) with food or drink" but "perform duties or services for (another 

person or an organization)". "World" does not refer only to "the earth" but also to "all of the people and societies 

on the earth". "Love" here is not about "deep affection" for someone but "a great interest and pleasure in 

something". 

 
 

The common idea is that life is a mission. However, different people undertake different 

types of missions. Hence, the main Conceptual Metaphor LIFE IS A MISSION  (for all schools) 

was formulated, along with the Conceptual Metaphors LIFE IS AN ASSIGNMENT (for 

Government Schools only) and LIFE IS A VOCATION.   

 

5.5 LIFE/EDUCATION IS A PROGRESSIVE JOURNEY, STUDENT IS A 

STRONG PERSON 

 

 The concordances from the IP All and Government Schools corpora for the keywords 

"integrity" and "serve" suggest the idea of life and learning as journey. For example: 

 
 

Figure 17. Sample concordance lines from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "integrity". 

The words "walks" (the means of getting from the starting point to the destination) and "setback" (challenges or 

obstacles encountered) refer to different elements of a journey. 
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Figure 18.  Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "serve". 

The words "pathway" (route) and "guiding star" (idea of guide/signpost) refer to different elements of a journey. 

 

The idea of life and learning as a journey also appear in the concordances from the IP 

All and Government Schools corpora from the semantic domain "Alive". As previously 

mentioned, the central column words for these concordance are all "life" and like words, used 

metaphorically. The concordances suggest that the journey is a forward, upward and lifelong 

one for all students. For example: 

 

 
Figure 19. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Alive". 

 

 
Figure 20. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Social Actions, States 

and Processes".  

 

Hence, the main Conceptual Metaphor LIFE IS A PROGRESSIVE JOURNEY was 

formulated, along with EDUCATION IS A PROGRESSIVE journey derived from it. The two 

main Conceptual Metaphors LIFE IS A PROGRESSIVE JOURNEY and LIFE IS A MISSION 

complement each other because both relate to a journey. The former focusses on the process 

and the latter focusses on the goal.   

 

Several personal attributes are required for this journey. One key attribute appears to be 

strength. The word "strong" and like words are the most frequently appearing central column 

words in the concordances from the IP All and Government Schools corpora for the semantic 

domain "Tough/Strong". Examination of the text to the left and right of these central column 

words suggest that strength means, literally, physical strength and, metaphorically, (i) having 
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strong morals/values (ii)  mental strength and strength of "heart" (iii) a lot of talent/ability and 

(iv) strong social ties. In this context, "heart" appears to refer to "the centre of a person's 

thoughts and emotions, especially love, compassion, or loyalty" and "courage or enthusiasm". 

For example: 

 

 
Figure 21. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Tough/Strong". 

 

These ideas are also reflected in the keyword concordances, for example: 

 

 
Figure 22. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "serve". 

 

 
Figure 23. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "integrity". 

 

Hence, the Conceptual Metaphor STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON was formulated.  

 

 The concordances from the IP Girls corpus suggest some additional characteristics 

specific to the IP Girls students. The word "jade" appears in a concordance. It is the only 

reference in all the corpora to a precious stone.  In order to find out what "jade" might represent, 
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concordances from the semantic domains "People-Female" and  "Personality Traits" were 

examined. 

 

 
Figure 24. Concordance from the IP Girls corpus, semantic domain "Tough/Strong".   

 

 
 

Figure 25. Sample concordances from the IP Girls corpus, semantic domain "People-Female".  

"Easy" appears to mean "relaxed". "Grace" appears to mean "smoothness and elegance of movement" and "an 

attractively polite manner of behaving". 

 

 
 

Figure 26. Concordances from the IP Girls corpus, semantic domain "Personality Traits".  

There are only four occurrences for this semantic domain, so there may not be enough data to come to a reliable 

conclusion. It is unclear if "disposition" counts as a metaphorical expression. The words "traits" and "kindness are 

used literally. No clues about target or source domains of Conceptual Metaphors can therefore be obtained from 

this data. The purpose of analysing this data is to find out more about the jade-like personal attributes of the IP 

Girls students.  

  

 The concordances in Figures 25 and 26 suggest that the IP Girls students are (in addition 

to being strong like the other students) also relaxed, refined, kind, peace-loving, not very 

ambitious and not very aggressive.   

 

5.6 SCHOOL IS A CLAN and other Conceptual Metaphors derived from it 

  

The concordances from the IP All and Government Schools corpora for the keyword 

"our" suggest that students are part of a larger collective identity. The concordances for the 

semantic domain "Belonging To A Group" from the IP All and Government Schools corpora 

were therefore examined. The word "community" is the most frequently occurring central 

column word. Different ideas of community - local, national and international - surfaced, but it 

is not clear if the word can be said to be used metaphorically. However, examination of the 

concordances for the keyword "community" revealed the metaphoric use of "family" to refer 
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to "a group of people united by certain connections or a common affiliation" rather than "a 

group of one or more parents and their children living together as a unit".  

 

 
Figure 27. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, semantic domain "Belonging to a Group".  

Different types of community - school, area, nation, international - are mentioned. 
 

 

 
Figure 28. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, keyword "community". 
 

 The idea of school as an extended family surfaced in all corpora but an additional two 

ideas specific to some corpora only also surfaced.  

 

Firstly, the idea of a tribe surfaces in the IP Boys and IP Girls corpora. A tribe is "a 

social division in a traditional society consisting of families or communities linked by social, 

economic, religious, or blood ties, with a common culture and dialect, typically having a 

recognized leader". The word is also used derogatively to mean "a distinctive or close-knit 

group".  

 

Tribes may have rituals and symbols which are not common to other types of groups. 

They may be exclusive communities which are difficult to gain entry into. Members may look 

after their kind above everyone else and vigorously protect the tribe against other tribes. 

(Biebuyck,1966, pp. 500-515.) 

 

Sample semantic domain and keyword concordances from the data generated from the 

IP Boys and IP Girls corpora are as follows: 
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Figure 29. Sample concordances from the IP Boys corpus, semantic domain "Belonging to a Group".  

In addition to "community", there are two more frequently occurring central words, "brotherhood" and 

"community", which are used metaphorically. The matching idea of "sisterhood" can be found in the IP Girls 

corpus. 

 

 
 

Figure 30. Sample concordances from the IP Boys corpus, keyword "students".  

The idea suggested is that of difficulty to gain entry to the tribe and, hence, exclusivity of tribe membership. This 

suggests that tribe members are special people. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 31. Sample concordance from the IP Boys corpus, semantic domain "Tough/Strong".  

It suggests that the mythical gryphon is a guide and a symbol of strength.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 32. Sample concordances from the IP Girls corpus, keyword "sisters". 

The non-literal use of the words "fire", "rise" and "world" suggest some magical or supernatural forces give the 

girls power. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 33. Sample concordance from the IP Girls corpus, keyword "school".  

"Laughs and "perish" are used metaphorically and the idea given is that the tribe members will vigorously defend 

those who challenge the tribe.  

 

 Secondly, the idea of the team surfaced in the Government Schools corpus. The 

characteristics of that team are a bit different from the normal understanding of how teams 

work. The idea of teamwork and putting team before self is common to all teams. In typical 

teams, this does not prevent individual ability and glory from being recognised.  However, for 

the team identified in the Government School corpus, there is great emphasis on team identity 

and team performance and no acknowledgement of individuality. For example: 
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Figure 34. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Belonging to a Group." 

'Team" is most commonly used to refer to "a group of players forming one side in a competitive game or sport" 

but, here, it is used to refer to "two or more people working together". The phrase "the only star in a team is the 

team" summarises the idea.   

 

 

 The Oxford Thesaurus lists "community" and "clan" as synonyms. However, it is 

common for people to associate "clan" (more than "community") with the ideas of "tribe" and 

"family". One definition of "clan" is "a group of people with a strong common interest". The 

ideas of extended family, tribe and team can all be fitted under the 'umbrella' word "clan". 

Hence, the main Conceptual Metaphor SCHOOL IS A CLAN was formulated and Conceptual 

Metaphors derived from it are SCHOOL IS A FAMILY, SCHOOL IS A TEAM and SCHOOL 

IS A TRIBE.  

  

Two similarities between the various types of clans were noted from the keyword 

concordances for the IP All and Government Schools corpora: (i) unity of clan members and 

(ii) the action of clan elders nurturing the younger members.   

 

The idea of unity is also reflected in the concordances from the semantic domain 

"Belonging To A Group". Two frequently occurring central column words are "unity",  

"together" and like words.  "Unity" is used to mean not only the "quality or state of not being 

multiple" but, also, "a condition of harmony".  "Together" seems to mean more of "in 

combination; collectively" and "into companionship or close association" rather than "with or 

in proximity to another person or people".  For example: 
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Figure 35.  Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Belonging To  A 

Group".  

 

 

The idea of unity surfaces in the keyword concordances, too, for example: 

 

 
 

Figure 36. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "our".  

 
 

Another idea - nurture - is also conveyed in the concordances. For example: 
 

 
 

Figure 37. Sample concordances from the Government School corpus, keyword "our" which suggest that the 

school/teachers nurture the students.  

 

"Nurture" is one of the most frequently occurring words in the central column of words 

in the concordances from the IP All and Government Schools corpora for the semantic domain 

"Social Actions, States and Processes".  This semantic domain was examined in order to find 

out more about the idea of nurture which surfaced in the keyword concordances. The text to 

the left and right of the central column words indicate that "nurture" is used not so much to 
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mean "to supply with nourishment" as it is used to mean "to further the development of" young 

members of the clan. This would include teaching them the "cultural norms and values" 

(Marcionis, 2018, p. 539) of the clan.  

 

However, there is a difference in how students from the different categories of schools 

are nurtured, suggesting that the different categories of schools have different cultural norms 

and values. Data from the following corpora were compared: (i) the IP All corpus versus the 

Government Schools corpus,  ii)  the IP Boys corpus versus the IP Girls corpus and (iii) the IP 

Boys corpus together with IP Girls corpus versus the IP Co-Ed corpus. IP students and 

Government School students seemed to be nurtured to become "civic agents" and "obedient 

citizens" (Teo, 2018, p. 107), respectively.  

 

 

 

Figure 38. Sample concordances form the IP All corpus, semantic domain "Social  Actions, States and Processes". 

The idea of nurturing students to become people who will actively lead and change society.  
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Figure 39. Sample concordances form the Government School corpus, semantic domain "Social Actions, States 

and Processes".  The idea of nurturing students who can go on to change society (for example, "Nurture Passionate 

Innovators") surfaces, but the dominant idea is nurturing well-rounded individuals with good values and useful 

personal attributes.  

 

 

The effect of the different types of nurture is reflected in the nature of the service to 

society provided by the different categories of students. This is discussed in section 4.9 below; 

the concordances in Figures 51 to 55 in section 4.9 below suggest that the IP Boys are active 

and visible leaders, the IP Girls lead quietly in supporting roles and the IP CoEd students are 

leaders who are not as active and visible as the IP Boys leaders but not as quiet and in the 

background as the IP Girls leaders. 

 

5.7 LEARNING IS A CRAFT 

 

 The keyword concordances for the IP All and Government Schools corpora suggest the 

idea of craftsmen (schools/teachers) working on raw material (students) to transform the raw 

material. For example: 
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Figure 40. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, keyword "our".  

The word "ingrain" is used in connection with the dyeing of textiles before being woven. It also means "firmly 

fix or establish (a habit, belief, or attitude) in a person". "Imbue" means "to tinge or dye deeply" and "to permeate 

or influence as if by dyeing". The idea of the traditional craft of dying thread and making cloth is suggested. 

"Cultivate" is usually used in the context of "rais[ing] or grow[ing] (plants)" but it is also used to mean "try to 

acquire or develop (a quality or skill)". A craft involving the raising or growing of plants is the traditional 

Japanese art of cultivating miniature trees. 

 

 

 The concordances from the IP All and Government Schools corpora for the semantic 

domain "Social Actions, States and Processes" also suggest this idea. For example:  

 
 

Figure 41.  Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, semantic domain "Tough/Strong".  

"Forge" means "make or shape (a metal object) by heating it in a fire or furnace and hammering it" and it is a 

process use in crafting metal objects such as samurai swords. Forge also means "create (something) strong, 

enduring, or successful". As previously mentioned, the most frequently occurring central column word for this 

semantic domain is "nurture", which is used to mean "to further the development of" rather than "to supply with 

nourishment". 

 

 
 

Figure 42. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, semantic domain "Tough/Strong".  

The idea is that of craftsmen building things out of raw materials. In the context of students, "build" means "make 

or become stronger or more intense". 

 

 

The idea of practising a craft is often linked to the idea of a master and his servant or 

apprentice. Their relationship is one of nurture, which is consistent with the idea of clan elders 

nurturing the young members as discussed earlier.  Another idea from the concordances is 

creativity, for example: 

 

 
Figure 43. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "integrity". 

 

 

Creativity is one of the attributes required to be good at a craft. Together, these points suggest 

that teaching is a craft. From the students' perspective, they are learning (i.e. learning is 

receiving teaching).  

 

Hence, the Conceptual Metaphor LEARNING IS A CRAFT was formulated.  
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5.8 SERVICE IS LIGHT  

 

When students graduate from school, they are ready to execute their mission. The most 

frequently used central column word in the concordances from the IP All and Government 

Schools corpora for the semantic domain "Light" is "light" and like words.  The idea of light 

also appears in the concordances for the semantic domain "Alive". Four ideas of light surfaced 

in the data.   

 

Firstly, light as a guide suggesting that students are leaders and trailblazers. Secondly, 

light as a form of energy representing enthusiasm and warmth, suggesting that students go 

about executing their mission with much energy, enthusiasm and heart. For example: 

 

 
 

Figure 44. Sample concordances form the Government Schools corpus, semantic domain "Light". 

 

 

Thirdly, light from a brightly burning fire as a symbol of passion suggesting that 

students are not just energetic and enthusiastic, they are passionate about what they are doing. 

For example:  

 

 
 

Figure 45. Sample concordances form the IP All corpus, semantic domain "Alive". 

 

These three ideas of light are also reflected in the keyword concordance lines, for 

example: 
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Figure 46. Sample concordances from the IP All corpus, keyword "our".  

 

 
Figure 47.  Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus, keyword "our". 

 

 Fourthly, an idea of magical light and fictional scenes surfaced. This fourth idea is 

specific to the IP Girls corpus only. For example: 

 

Figure 48. Sample concordances from the IP Girls corpus, semantic domain "Light".  

The reference to "rainbow" (literally, an occurrence in nature caused by refraction of light) in the context of  a 

search for gold is reminiscent of the expression "at the end of the rainbow", which  is "used to refer to something 

much sought after but impossible to attain". The idea of dreams and dreaming is suggested by the various 

concordances. The following non-literal meanings of dream and dreaming are applicable in this context: (i)"a 

cherished aspiration, ambition, or ideal" (ii) "an unrealistic or self-deluding fantasy" (iii) "indulge in daydreams 

or fantasies about something greatly desired" and (iv) desire something which "is never likely to happen". In 

addition, the references to sunlight as rays of hope and light in the dark which warms hearts suggest that the girls 

are aided in their life journey and mission of service by supernatural forces.  
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The ideas of dreams, dreaming and supernatural forces also surfaces in other 

concordances. For example: 

 
Figure 49. Sample concordances from the IP Girls corpus, keyword "our".  

"Elixir" in this context is used not to refer to "a particular type of medicinal solution" such as a "cough elixir" but 

a "magical" "potion". In addition to the magical potion, a  "magic fire" is mentioned. Light from stars suggest that 

girls are aided in their life journey and mission of service by supernatural forces. 

 

To find out more about what might be meant by these references to magic and 

supernatural forces, the concordances for the semantic domain "Religion and the Supernatural" 

were examined. For all corpora except the IP Boys corpora, the references in the concordances 

for this semantic domain are to God only. It is only in the concordances from the IP Boys and 

IP Girls corpora that there is reference to other supernatural things. In the IP Boys corpus, the 

references are to mythical creatures which, as  discussed earlier, are used as tribal mascots and 

symbols. The concordance lines in Figure 50  below suggest that the IP Girls students get some 

of their strength and guidance from non-God supernatural or magic things.  

 

 
Figure 50. Sample concordances from the IP Girls corpus, semantic domain "Religion & The Supernatural". 

 

Combining the ideas from the concordances shown in Figures 48 to 50, the idea which 

surfaces is that the IP Girls students (i) are inspired by dreams which may or may not be 

achievable (ii) try their best to achieve those dreams but they may not achieve their goals and 

(iii) may obtain some strength and guidance from non-God magical or supernatural forces 

which may be figments of their imagination only but which help them to get mental strength to 

travel their journey of life and execute their mission. 

 

Hence, the Conceptual Metaphor SERVICE IS LIGHT was formulated.   

 

The concordances also give some clues about what sort of service students provide to 

society after graduation from school. All students are portrayed as leaders but the idea is much 

stronger in IP All corpus than in the Government Schools corpus. For example:  
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Figure 51. Sample concordances from the IP Boys corpus,  keyword "our".   

The IP Boys students acquire attributes commonly associated with active and visible leaders and people who 

change society. 

 

 
 

Figure 52. Sample concordances from the Government Schools corpus,  keyword "our".  

The focus is more of a team member fulfilling the particular role assigned to that particular team member. 

   

When comparing the IP Boys, IP Girls and IP CoEd corpora, the IP Boys students are 

portrayed as active and visible leaders, the IP Girls students more as quiet supporters and the 

IP CoEd students as leaders who are not as active and visible as the IP Boys students and not 

as quiet and in the background as the IP Girls students. For example: 

 

 
Figure 53. Sample concordances from the IP Boys corpus, keyword "our". 

 

 
Figure 54. Sample concordances from the IP Girls corpus, keyword "our". 
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Figure 55. Sample concordances from the IP CoEd_corpus, keyword "our". 

 

5.9 Alignment of schools' educational messages with the DOE and the CCE Syllabus  

 

 Mapping the various Conceptual Metaphors identified onto the DOE for secondary 

schools and the learning outcomes of the CCE Syllabus,  it can be seen that school songs and 

school mission, vision and value statements are completely aligned with DOE and the CCE 

Syllabus learning outcomes. Schools do indeed faithfully transmit MOE's aims and ideologies. 

However, there are variations in the messages transmitted by different types of schools to their 

students. 

 

Desired Outcomes of Education 

At the end of secondary schools,  

students should: 

Conceptual Metaphors 

have moral integrity VALUES ARE A SUPPORT/GUIDE 

VIRTUE IS UP 

believe in their abilities and be able to 

adapt to change 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

 

be able to work in teams and show 

empathy for others 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

SCHOOL IS A CLAN/FAMILY/TRIBE/TEAM 

be creative and have an inquiring mind LEARNING IS A CRAFT 

be able to appreciate diverse views and 

communicate effectively 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

SCHOOL IS A CLAN/FAMILY/TRIBE/TEAM 

take responsibility for own learning STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

enjoy physical activities and appreciate 

the arts 

LEARNING IS A CRAFT 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

believe in Singapore and understand 

what matters to Singapore 

LIFE IS A MISSION 

SERVICE IS LIGHT 

 

Figure 56. Conceptual Metaphors identified in this project mapped to the DOE for secondary schools.  
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CCE Learning Outcomes 

for Secondary Schools 

Conceptual Metaphors 

LO1 Acquire self-awareness & 

apply self-management skills 

to achieve personal well-

being and effectiveness 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

 

LO2 Act with integrity & make 

responsible decisions that 

uphold moral principles 

VALUES ARE A SUPPORT/GUIDE 

VIRTUE IS UP 

LO3 Acquire social awareness & 

apply interpersonal skill to 

build and maintain positive 

relationships based on mutual 

respect 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

SCHOOL IS A CLAN/FAMILY/TRIBE/TEAM 

LO4 Be resilient & have the ability 

to turn challenges into 

opportunities 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

 

LO5 Take pride in our national 

identity, have a sense of 

belonging to Singapore & be 

committed to nation-building 

LIFE IS A MISSION 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

SERVICE IS LIGHT 

 

LO6 Value Singapore's socio-

cultural diversity & promote 

social cohesion & harmony  

SCHOOL IS A CLAN/FAMILY/TRIBE/TEAM 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

 

LO7 Care for others & contribute 

actively to the progress of our 

community and nation 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

SCHOOL IS A CLAN/FAMILY/TRIBE/TEAM 

SERVICE IS LIGHT 

LO8 Reflect on & respond to 

community, national & 

global issues, as an informed 

& responsible citizen 

STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON 

SCHOOL IS A CLAN/FAMILY/TRIBE/TEAM 

LIFE IS A MISSION 

SERVICE IS LIGHT 

 

Figure 57. Conceptual Metaphors identified in the project mapped to the learning outcomes of the CCE Syllabus. 
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5.10 How educational messages communicated to students differ between the different 

types of schools and educational tracks 

 

 The similarities and differences in the educational messages communicated to students 

from the different types of schools and educational tracks are summarised in Figure 58 below. 

 
IP Boys IP Girls IP CoEd Government Schools 

 

 • Special (member of 

exclusive tribe). 

  

• Active leader & 

contributor in any field 

he chooses. 

 

• Serves with energy, 

enthusiasm and passion. 

 

• Achieves goals. 

 

• Team player but also 

shines as an individual. 

 

• Special (refined & 

member of  exclusive 

tribe).  

 

• Leader & contributor 

in any field she chooses 

but more from the 

background. 

 

• Serves with energy, 

enthusiasm and passion. 

 

• Relaxed, polite, kind, 

peace-loving,  

not very ambitious,  

not very aggressive.  

 

• Aims high but does not 

necessarily achieve 

goals. 

  

• Derives some  strength 

from supernatural 

sources.      

 

• Team player but also 

shines as an individual. 

 

• Leader & contributor  

in any field he/she  

chooses. 

 

• Serves with energy,    

enthusiasm and  

passion. 

 

• Achieves goals. 

 

• Team player but  

also shines as an  

individual. 

 

• Leads & contributes  

as required of him/her. 

 

• Serves with energy,   

enthusiasm and passion. 

 

• Achieves goals. 

 

• Team player, does not 

shine as an individual. 

 

• More integrity  

than the other  

categories of students. 

 

 

Figure 58. Comparison table showing similarities and differences in the educational messages communicated to students 

from the different types of schools and different educational tracks. 

 

 All students receive the message that they are "good individuals" and "useful citizens", 

but they are good and useful in different ways. Some students get the message that they are not 

as valued or as capable as others. 
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5.11 Step 3: Metaphor explanation 

 

Metaphor explanation involves identifying the "ideological and rhetorical motivation" 

(Charteris-Black, 2004, p. 39) of metaphors and bringing out "understandings or thought 

patterns which construct or constrain people's beliefs and actions" (Cameron and Low (1999) 

as cited in Lee, 2015, p.105).  As education is an institution of society, it can be used as a "tool 

for nation building" (Lee, 2015, p. 100). The government's discourse on nation building shapes 

the national education programme (Lee, 2015, p. 115).  

 

The various Conceptual Metaphors can be explained with reference to three ideas. 

Firstly, that of a journey. Chilton (2004) pointed out that political concepts involving leadership 

and political action are commonly conceptualised by movement and journey metaphors (as 

cited in Arcimaviciene, 2007, p. 3). Secondly, the Nation-as-Family metaphor identified by 

Lakoff. 

 

Lakoff (1995) observed that moral metaphors are grounded in the idea of the family 

(p.12), which is linked to politics by a common metaphor - Nation-as-Family, in which the 

nation is seems a family, the government as a parent and the citizens as children (p. 15). This 

idea applies in the context of this project because, during the metaphor interpretation stage, the 

idea of different communities as extended family, including nation as extended family, surfaced.   

 

Lakoff (1995) pointed out that metaphorical morality is grounded in forms of well-being 

and that the system of metaphors for morality as a whole are far from arbitrary and are widely 

shared across cultures, since all people experience well-being (and the converse) as a part of 

their lived existence (p. 5).  He described two types of moral systems adopted by nation-families: 

the Strict Father Model (p. 9) and the Nurturant Parent Model (p. 13). The Strict Father Model 

is based on the idea of a traditional nuclear family with the father having primary responsibility 

for the well-being of the household (p. 9).   The strict father provides nurturance and expresses 

his devotion to his family by supporting and protecting them, but just as importantly, by setting 

and enforcing strict moral bounds,  meting out punishments for wrongs and by inculcating self-

discipline and self-reliance truth hard work and self-denial (p. 10). On the other hand, the primal 

experience behind the Nurturant Parent Model is one of being cared for and cared about, having 

one's desires for loving interactions met, living as happily as possible and deriving meaning 

from one's community and from caring for and about others (p. 13). 
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Thirdly, what Lee (2015) referred to as the "Singapore Story", which is the "official 

memory of the establishment of [Singapore,] a nation-state" (p. 100).   

 

These three ideas blend together in a conceptual model of morality. Singapore-style 

morality is expressed in terms of elements of a journey (for example, moral paths and 

boundaries, moral growth in the course of the journey and morality as strength required to 

undertake journey) and family relations of the Strict Family type. If one does not look closely, 

the Conceptual Metaphors identified in this project may seem to fit into either the Strict Family 

Model or the Nurturant Parent Model. The positive messages conveyed by the school song 

lyrics in particular - with almost no reference to negative things - suggest that the Nurturant 

Parent Model is applicable. However, looking beyond education and at the wider context, it 

can be said that the People's Action Party (PAP)'s style of governance since the Lee Kuan Yew 

era is quite clearly Strict Father. During the Lee Kuan Yew era, the failure of the merger with 

Malaysia pushed economic vulnerability and viability as an independent nation to the forefront 

of politics and race riots that preceded the split pointed to a deeply polarised society 

(Gopinathan, 2015, p. 9).   

 

The pressing need to hold Singapore' plural society together prompted the PAP to 

construct and actively promote a common societal culture based on common values (Tan, 2012, 

p. 2). Tan (2012) explained that these values were eventually formulated as 'Our Shared Values' 

(p. 2). She asserted that these shared values are the government's interpretation of 'Asian' values 

rather than how they are more commonly understood (Tan, 2012 p. 6). In the Strict Father 

Model of morality, this 'rewriting of reality' is accepted as the father sets the rules and  his 

authority is not questioned. The government decided that 'Our Shared Values' should be 

transmitted to the young through schools (Lim, 2015, para. 1).   

 

Lee Kuan Yew's PAP used the Singapore Story to justify the choice of the Strict Father 

Model of morality. Singaporeans are all too familiar with the narrative that Singapore is small, 

vulnerable and surrounded by enemies, hence citizens must always be self-reliant, hardworking 

and "stand united as a nation and behind the government leading the nation" (Lee, 2015, p. 104). 

This narrative is always ultimately linked to the Singapore Story, especially the part about 

having been kicked out of Malaysia with nowhere to go and no one to turn to. The Singapore 

Story is so deeply and unconsciously embedded in the psyche of Singaporeans that, as Lee 

(2015) pointed out, metaphor is able to fulfil its persuasive role by resonating with the 
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unconscious (p. 104). In this way, metaphor becomes a form of thought control (Charteris-

Black, 2008, as cited in Lee, 2015, p. 104). All the metaphorical expressions identified during 

the metaphor identification stage of this project can be classified as what Charteris-Black (2004) 

called "conventional metaphors"; a conventional metaphor is "a metaphor that is frequently 

used and is taken up in a language community, thereby reducing our awareness of its semantic 

tension" (p. 21). This shows just how deeply rooted the Singapore Story is in the minds of 

Singaporeans.  

 

 In post-colonial Singapore, education served a twofold function - a means to advance 

economic progress as well as social cohesion - and the PAP made it clear that education had to 

be structured and viewed with reference to the country's political and social needs (Kho, 2015, 

p. 65).  These functions appear unchanged up till today. Two basic features of the PAP's 

approach to governance were and still appear to be: (i) pragmatism (Kho (2015) pointed out 

that, for Lee Kuan Yew, the pragmatic approach meant not being tied to theory or dogma but 

making decisions based on what works (p. 73)) (ii) following from pragmatism, the adoption 

of meritocracy as a principle of good governance and (iii) following from pragmatism and also 

reflecting the Strict Father Model infused with the PAP's interpretation of Asian values, 

"preservation of social stability [needed for economic growth and development] based on the 

traditional patriarchal male-dominated social structure" (Kho, 2015, p. 68). 

 

Hence, opportunities for girls' education and women's economic participation were 

never driven by any intrinsic belief in equality of the sexes nor support for women's rights but 

motivated by how best women can serve the nation (Kho, 2015, p. 63). In the metaphor 

interpretation stage of this project, it was seen that IP Girls students are held to lower standard 

of performance than the other categories of students and they are also portrayed as being refined 

and more suited for roles in the background. Kho (2015) pointed out that schools play a very 

critical role in the transmission of a state-sanctioned gender ideology and that schools may be 

entrapping girls by socialising them to preserve the status quo of the  traditional patriarchal 

male-dominated social structure (p. 64).  

 

Likewise, it follows from the principle of meritocracy - which states that success is 

based on ability and hard work - that if a student does not do well in the Singapore education 

system, that is because he or she lacks the self-discipline and good habits required to succeed 
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in school. The idea that morality is strength (Lakoff, 1995, p. 6) is reflected in the Conceptual 

Metaphor STUDENT IS A STRONG PERSON.  

 

Recent reforms to the education system such as the setting up of the Uplifting Pupils in 

Life and Inspiring Families Taskforce (UPLIFT) in 2018 to help underperforming students 

from disadvantaged families (MOE, 2019) show that the government is aware that, sometimes, 

students do not do well in school due to factors other than lack of ability and effort. The plan 

to introduce full subject based banding in all secondary schools by 2024 is intended to lessen 

the effects of streaming students along different educational paths, recognising that students 

may have abilities that the current system does not allow to be developed (MOE, 2020). The 

government could also be taking steps to improve gender inequality. In the recently concluded 

General Elections (henceforth, 'GE 2020'), a record number of women were fielded and elected 

to Parliament.   

 

However, it is not clear whether the PAP government of today is moving away from a 

clear Strict Father Model to incorporate elements of the Nurturant Parent Model (Lakoff (1995) 

had pointed out that the two models are not incompatible (p. 16))  or whether these recent events 

are simply more changes driven by the PAP's signature pragmatism. 

 

An important idea in CMT is that Conceptual Metaphors simultaneously highlight and 

hide aspects of a concept (Evans, 2019, p. 316; Lakoff & Johnson, 1981, p. 152). For example, 

the Conceptual Metaphor SCHOOL IS A CLAN is accompanied by the idea of unity which, 

when explained through the lens of the Singapore Story, is easy for students to understand as 

an idea critical to the survival of Singapore. Yet, as Lee (2015) pointed out, the emphasis on 

unity "conceals or downplays the converse possibility that a prevailing strong national identity 

can be alienating" (p. 103). In Singapore today, it can be said that minority groups such as 

people from the minority races and the  lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community feel 

some alienation from mainstream Singapore society. Lee (2015) warned that while ideologies 

of unity may provide the "foundation of strong co-constructing of the nation", they may also 

"suppress differences and alternative points of view from marginalised publics" (p. 110).  

  

Lee (2015) asserted that there is a need to "discern where organisations' and government 

interests end and where the public and citizens' begin" (p. 110). She pointed out that, in the 

early years of nation building, the Singapore Story may have been relevant but, today, it might 
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be less so (Lee, 2015, p. 115). She also suggested that there is a need for metaphors based on 

the Singapore Story to be replaced by a "new set of metaphors" jointly developed  with the 

people" (Lee, 2015, p. 115). Likewise, in a recent newspaper article captioned "Towards a fair 

and just Singapore in a brave new world", Straits Times editor-in-chief Han Fook Kwang 

suggested that the type of political leadership that worked for Singapore when it was a "poor 

Third World country" is not appropriate today and that "a new type of leadership which 

resonates with the people's aspirations of what they want for the future" should replace it (Han, 

2020, paras. 24-26). 

 

6.  CONCLUSION 

 

What, then, is  a "good individual" and "useful citizen" in Singapore today? The phrases 

"good individual" and "useful citizen" are taken from the CCE Syllabus. From the Conceptual 

Metaphors identified in the course of this project, it can be said that the typical "good 

individual" is a person with physical, mental and moral strength, lots of enthusiasm, lots of 

ability and strong social ties. The typical "useful citizen" is clear that he or she must lead a 

purposeful life and be of service to the nation.  

 

From the conceptual model of morality unifying the Conceptual Metaphors, this person 

stands behind the government (Lee, 2015, p. 108), walks only on pathways approved by the 

government and does not cross boundaries constructed or identified by the government. 

However, in today's volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world, it is not helpful to only 

know how to behave like sheep. The CCE Syllabus says that the MOE schools prepare students 

for life in the 21st century. The DOE tells us what the ideal student is. The ideal student is not 

portrayed as sheep-like in the official MOE pronouncements.  

 

Furthermore, it is questionable whether the government should stream students onto 

different educational pathways when they are twelve years old (the age of PSLE candidates). 

Setting students onto different educational pathways affects the identity that they develop, since 

the different types of schools nurture their students differently. The government may also not 

categorise students properly. Full subject based banding does not completely eliminate the 

streaming and categorising of students. For example, it looks like the IP educational track is 

not affected at all by full subject based banding. 
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Mr Ivan Lim must have been considered to be a good individual by the PAP, since he 

was fielded as their candidate in GE2020. That suggests he is willing to walk on the path 

prescribed by the PAP and to stay within PAP boundaries. Shortly after his candidacy was 

announced, netizens slammed him for being an arrogant, elitist and uncaring bootlicker (Tan, 

2020, para. 4). If he is proven to be a bootlicker, it is possible that he walks on the prescribed 

path and stays within prescribed boundaries only when his PAP bosses are watching and strays 

when they are not. In both scenarios (honest sheep or fake sheep), it would be questionable 

whether or not he is a good individual. 

 

Mr Pritam Singh was from the N-level educational track in school and, in his own words, 

he bumbled through school (Ng, 2018, para. 2). According to the Conceptual Metaphors 

identified in this project, he is meant to be a good team player and he is not meant to shine as 

an individual. He is meant to treat life as an assignment to be successfully completed with 

energy, enthusiasm and passion. In this way, he would be a useful citizen. According to the 

conceptual model of morality unifying the Conceptual Metaphors, he is supposed to be an 

obedient sheep. Yet, he has always been an opposition Member of Parliament and is now 

Singapore's first official Leader of the Opposition. He is a team player but he also shines as an 

individual (Romero, 2020, para. 2). Many Singaporeans who voted in GE2020 against giving 

the PAP a 'blank cheque' in  Parliament (Low, 2020, para. 4) think he is good for Singapore 

politics. But all this defies Strict Father Model morality, so is Pritam Singh a good citizen or 

not? Also, it can be said that Pritam Singh  was wrongly classified by the Singapore education 

system when he was assigned to the N-level educational track.  

 

In conclusion, while the government is correct to ingrain in students that their actions 

must be grounded in values, all students should be able to develop to their true fullest potential. 

A "good individual" and a "good citizen" would then be a person with physical, mental and 

moral strength, lots of enthusiasm, lots of ability and strong social ties and who is the best 

possible version of his or her true self.  
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